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In this paper we study the limiting behavior of nonhomogeneous hyperbolic systems
of balance laws when the relaxed equilibria are described by means of systems of
parabolic type. In particular we obtain a complete theory for the 2_2 systems of
genuinely nonlinear hyperbolic balance laws in 1-D with a strong dissipative term.
A different method, which combines the divcurl lemma with accretive operators, is
then applied to study the limiting profiles in the case of nonhomogeneous isentropic
gas dynamics. We also investigate relaxation results for some 2-D cases, which
include the Cattaneo model for nonlinear heat conduction and the compressible
Euler flow. Moreover, convergence result is also obtained for general semilinear
systems in 1-D.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the nonlinear system of partial differential
equations
Wt+{x } A(W)=B(W),
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where W=W(x, t) takes on values in RN and denotes the density vector of
some physical quantities over the space variable, x # Rd and A(W) is a
N_d matrix valued function. We wish to investigate the relaxation phenomena
where the relaxed equibria are described by means of an equation (or a system)
of parabolic type. A very simple example of this kind of phenomena is
given (at a linear level) by the dissipative wave equation
gu+:ut=0
where it can be shown that {=1: behaves as a relaxation time and
z(x$, t$)=:u(x$, :t$) converges (in many different norms, for instance H s, Ck)
to the solution of the heat equation
&qx$z+zt$=0
as : tends to .
Therefore in this paper we are interested in studying, in a systematic
way, this kind of hyperbolic to parabolic relaxation limit. In particular we
shall focus our attention on the investigation of the convergence problem.
A way to understand the meaning of this phenomena is to consider it as
the large time behavior of dissipative nonlinear hyperbolic systems and to
look at the asymptotic profile as the relaxed equilibrium. This is the case
for many relevant situations in mathematical physics and applied mathe-
matics where relaxation times are often built into the mathematical model
as a reminder of more accurate descriptions given at the kinetic or
mesoscopic level and then averaged in the partial differential equations at
macroscopic level.
This is also the case for the equations describing porous media flow [26]
or nonlinear heat conduction [27] and it is also the same kind of limit
investigated in the papers of Kurtz [19], McKean [30], and Lions and
Toscani [24]. In that particular case the hydrodynamic version of the
Carleman equations has been shown to converge towards a nonlinear
diffusion equation which, at that level, plays the role of the natural
hydrodynamic limit.
Section 2 of this paper is dedicated to show a general multidimensional
framework of investigation for these kinds of phenomena. At this stage we
do not go into the convergence analysis, but we will bound to a formal
introduction.
Section 3 is devoted to a fairly complete theory for one dimensional 2_2
systems of genuinely nonlinear hyperbolic balance laws, with a strong dissi-
pative nonlinear term. From the mathematical point of view we show two
different type of scaling which produce the same asymptotic profiles and
we analyze their limiting behavior by using the methods of compensated
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compactness (see [36, 37, 14]). We actually obtain the relaxation limit by
analyzing the relaxation sequence associated Young measures and by con-
trolling their supports by means of the Lax exponential entropies. Then
this analysis is restricted to the genuinely nonlinear systems since, for
instance in the case of isentropic gas dynamics, the Lax exponential
entropies might blow up along the sonic line. One of the scalings used in
this section analyzes the behavior of the rescaled solutions by fixing the
family of initial data after the rescaling. Another and more complicated
problem can be investigated by fixing the data before rescaling the system.
In this situation we may have several important features such as approxi-
mation of measure initial data and the theory in the L framework is not
suitable for these purposes. We will develop the L p theory in a forthcoming
paper. A particular case by using L p methods was studied in [35].
We dedicate Section 4 to the case of nonhomogeneous isentropic gas
dynamics, which cannot be investigated with the previous methods. The
limiting profiles in this case are given by the solutions of convective non-
linear parabolic equations, which include porous media type equations.
The analysis of this case is done by using the interior structure of the system
in a more specific way. We actually combine the divcurl lemma [32, 36]
with the theory of monotonic operators [21] and then following the ideas
used in [26] for the case of the porous media equation we obtain the con-
vergence results. The results in [24] can be obtained in a similar way.
Some results concerning the multi-D case will be given for some specific
examples in Section 5. In particular, in Section 5.1 we extend the results of
[27] concerning the Cattaneo model for nonlinear heat conduction, and in
Section 5.2 the results of [26] concerning the porous media equation to the
2-D case. Finally, in Section 6, we consider general semilinear systems and
obtain a convergence result to the limit profile in the case of 1-D space
dimension.
In the previous analysis we did not investigate the existence of solutions
of the relaxing systems. This is a very hard problem by itself and is beyond
the scope of the present paper. For more details about existence questions
concerning nonhomogeneous systems we refer, for instance, to Dafermos
and Hsiao [7, 8], to Dafermos [6] (via the Glimm method), and to the
book of Majda [25] in the framework of Sobolev spaces.
2. MULTIDIMENSIONAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. Basic Ideas
We will consider the system of equations
Ws+{y } A(W)=B(W) (2.1)
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where s0, y # Rd, W # RN. Moreover, we assume that the following
hypotheses hold:
(A.1) there exists an open set O/RN such that A # C 1(O, MN_d),
A(0)=0 (here MN_d denotes the linear space of N_d matrices);
(A.2) B # C1(O, RN ),
(A.3) the system (2.1) is hyperbolicnamely, for all nonzero vector
! # Rd, the N_N matrix DWA(W) } ! has real eigenvalues and is
diagonalizable,
(A.4) there exists a matrix P # Mk_N , 1k<N, such that PB(W)=0,
for all W # O and rank P=k.
Let us consider [_1 , ..., _N&k], a vector basis for the subspace ker P and
denote by Q the (N&k)_N matrix having _i as row vectors. Then we set
U=PW, V=QW, M=_PQ&
&1
.
Thus we have defined a linear change of variable which allows us to rewrite
the system (2.1) as
Us+{y } F(U, V)=0
Vs+{y } G(U, V)=H(U, V),
(2.2)
where we set
F(U, V)=PA(M(U, V)), G(U, V)=QA(M(U, V))
H(U, V)=QB(M(U, V)), W=M(U, V),
since P {y } A={y } PA.
We are going to consider two types of scaling which reflect phenomena
of different natures that can be treated in the same way from the mathe-
matical point of view. The first type of scaling is given by
U(x, t)=U \ x- = ,
t
=+ , V(x, t)=
1
- =
V \ x- = ,
t
=+ , (2.3)
for any =>0, t0, x # Rd. In this case the system (2.2) becomes
t U+=&12 {x } F(U, =12V)=0
(2.4)
= tV+{x } G(U, =12V)==&12H(U, =12V).
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A different scaling can be used (this being a common situation in several
models in physics) where, for some reasons, we have a relaxation time
appearing inside the problem in a natural way. Let us, for instance, con-
sider the situation
H(U, V)=H(U, {&1V).
Then we can introduce a different type of scaling which is more strictly
related to the asymptotic profiles of the system (2.1). Namely, we define
U(x, t)=U(x, t{), V(x, t)=
1
{
V(x, t{)
which transforms system (2.1) into the new system
t U+{&1 {x } F(U, {V)=0
{2 tV+{x } G(U, {V)=H(U, V).
2.2. Formal Analysis of the Singular Limit
We shall restrict our analysis to the case of system (2.4). Let us consider
the following hypotheses:
(A.5) for all W # ker Q one has A(W) # ker P and B(W) # ker Q,
(A.6) let us define H0V (U) = HV (U, 0) # M(N&k)_(N&k) , then
det H0V(U){0;
(A.7) let us denote by Fh, Gl, h, l=1, ..., d the columns of F, G and
define the k_k matrix
&6hl (U)=FhV (U, 0)(H
0
V (U))
&1 G lU (U, 0).
If {j , j=1, ..., k are the eigenvalues of the principal symbol &h, l !h!l 6hl (U),
we require that there exist *0>0 such that, for all ! # Rd,
Re {j (U, !)&*0 |!| 2.
As = a 0, we formally obtain that system (2.4) relaxes to the reduced system
Ut+{x } [FV(U, 0) V]=0
{x } [G(U, 0)]=H
0
V(U) V.
Hence, by using condition (A.6), we have that U satisfies the resulting
system
Ut+{x } [FV(U, 0)(H0V(U))
&1 {x } G(U, 0)]=0
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which is Petrowski-parabolic (see Taylor [38, Vol. III], Eidel’man [16],
and Kreiss and Lorenz [18]) because of the condition (A.7).
Further investigations in order to develop the theory in the framework
of H s spaces will be carried out in a forthcoming paper. Here we shall get
a fairly complete 1-D theory and some relevant examples in the multi-D
case (under some natural restrictions).
3. 2_2 SYSTEMS IN 1-D
We are going to develop here a rigorous theory for the case of quasi-
linear 2_2 systems of balance laws. In this case we are able to provide the
convergence to a relaxed equation without any smallness assumption and
including weak non-smooth solutions for the hyperbolic system.
The basic ideas used in this section involve the methods of compensated
compactness as proposed by Tartar [36, 37] and DiPerna [12, 14, 15] and
are somehow related to the spirit of the paper [27]. They are different from
the methods used by Marcati and Milani [26], Marcati and Natalini [28],
Rubino [34, 35], and Lions and Toscani [24], which are specifically
related to the possibility of using the divcurl lemma (see for instance [36])
and some monotonicity arguments to achieve the strong convergence of the
relaxing sequence.
Instead of approaching the problem as above, we should reconsider
DiPerna’s original idea of using exponential entropies [20] and the Tartar
identity for Young measures. The relaxation mechanism provides a simplified
Tartar type identity which allows us to pass to the limit. Namely, this
modified identity can be considered a very weak form of asymptotic
analysis where only the contributions of the leading terms of the relaxation
mechanism are taken into account.
As we did in the general case, also in this situation we can implement
two different types of scaling on nonhomogeneous hyperbolic systems
depending whether or not there exists some internal relaxation time. The
meanings of those two types of scaling are quite different although the final
result is formally the same.
3.1. Generalities
First, let us consider the quasilinear nonhomogeneous 2_2 hyperbolic
system
ws+ f (w, z)y=0
(3.1)
zs+ g(w, z)y=h(w, z),
where y # R, s0. We assume that the following hypotheses are satisfied:
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(B.1) f, g, h: R2  R are continuously differentiable functions such
that
f (w, 0)=0, h(w, 0)=0;
(B.2) denoting by *\(w, z) the characteristic speeds of (3.1) (namely
the eigenvalues of ( f, g)(w, z)), we assume the system (3.1) is strictly
hyperbolic, namely *&<*+ , which is equivalent to assuming
2(w, z) :=( fw& gz)2+4gw fz>0 for all (w, z);
(B.3) denoting by
f *(w) :=
 f
z
(w, 0), h*(w) :=
h
z
(w, 0), g0(w) :=g(w, 0),
we assume, for all w # R,
h*(w)<0, (g0(w))$ f *(w)>0.
Here, we scale both space and time, keeping fixed the parabolic scale,
namely x2t. Then we set
u=(x, t)=w \ x- = ,
t
=+
(3.2)
v=(x, t)=
1
- =
z \ x- = ,
t
=+
for all =>0, x # R, t0. The rescaled system is given by
u=t +
1
- =
f (u=, - = v=)x=0
(3.3)
=v=t+ g(u
=, - = v=)x=
1
- =
h(u=, - = v=)
together with the initial conditions
u=(x, 0)=u=0(x)
(3.4)
v=(x, 0)=v=0(x).
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We investigate the limiting behavior of (u=, v=) as = a 0 and we will be able
to pass to the limit and to show that
u=  u strongly in L ploc , p<+,
v= ( v weakly in L2,
- = v=  0 strongly in L ploc , p<+,
provided that
u=0 *( u in L
 as = a 0. (3.5)
Hence we will be able to pass to the limit in the nonlinear terms of the
system (3.3) and to get the limit-relaxed system
ut+( f *(u) v)x=0
(3.6)
g0(u)x=h*(u) v.
The relaxation process still keeps the initial condition on u,
u(x, 0)=u0(x),
while the other one is killed by an initial layer.
By the system (3.6) we can reconstruct the nonlinear parabolic equation
ut&(;(u))xx=0
(3.7)
u(x, 0)=u0(x),
where
;$(u)=&(h*(u))&1 f *(u)(g0(u))$>0
because of the hypothesis (B.3). The limiting procedure will be carried out
by assuming the existence of a convex entropy which satisfies certain
dissipativity conditions.
The second type of scaling that we are going to consider is related to
systems which possess an internal relaxation time. This is, for instance, the
case for semiconductor devices [28, 29] or nonlinear heat conduction [1]
or the nonlinear diffusion limit considered by [24].
We investigate, in this case, the limiting behavior as { a 0, of the system
ws+ f (w, z)x=0
(3.8)
zs+ g(w, z)x=h \w, 1{ z+
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under the initial conditions
w(x, 0)=w0(x)
(3.9)
z(x, 0)=z0(x).
The scaling which has to be considered in this case, is given by the trans-
formation
u{(x, t)=w \x, t{+
(3.10)
v{(x, t)=
1
{
z \x, t{+ ,
where x # R, t0, {>0. It is worth mentioning that the scaling used in this
case has a strong connection with the asymptotic behavior of the full
system (3.8). Then the scaled system obtained in this way is given by
u{t +
1
{
f (u{, {v{)x=0
(3.11)
{2v{t + g(u
{, {v{)x=h(u{, v{)
under the initial conditions
u{(x, 0)=w(x, 0)=w0(x)
v{(x, 0)=
1
{
z(x, 0)=
1
{
z0(x).
As before, we want to prove that, as { a 0, the weak solutions of the
rescaled system satisfy
u{  u strongly in L ploc , p<+,
v{ ( v weakly in L2,
{v{  0 strongly in L ploc , p<+,
where (u, v) is a solution of the reduced system
ut+( f *(u) v)x=0
(3.12)
g0(u)x=h(u, v)
with initial condition u(x, 0)=u0(x).
In order to deal with this case we need to replace (B.3) with the following
more restrictive condition:
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(B.3’) assume that f *, g0 are defined as in the condition (B.3) and for
all w, z # R,
h
z
(w, z)<0, (g0(w))$ f *(w)>0.
On the other hand, condition (B.1) can be replaced with the less restrictive
(B.1’) f, g, h: R2  R are continuously differentiable functions such
that f (w, 0)=0.
Remark 3.1. As a consequence of the hypothesis (B.3’) there exists a C1
function 8: R2  R, such that 8(u, h(u, v))=v and h(u, 8(u, z))=z, for all
u, v, z # R. Therefore the second identity of the reduced system (3.12) can
be written
v=8(u, g0(u)x),
so that u satisfies the nonlinear parabolic equation
ut+( f *(u) 8(u, g0(u)x))x=0. (3.13)
The two cases are actually very similar from the mathematical point of
view; therefore we will provide full details only in the first case.
3.2. A priori Estimates
In this section we establish a priori estimates for the solutions of system
(3.3) which are independent of =.
First of all, by using the rescaling relation (3.2) we immediately obtain
Proposition 3.2. Let us assume that the solution of the Cauchy problem
associated to (3.1) is bounded ; then there exists a constant, independent from
=>0, such that
&u=&+- = &v=&const.
Remark 3.3. The boundedness of solutions for systems of this type can
be achieved in several waysin particular, the theory of invariant domains
of Chueh et al. [4], the use of the entropy method as in Dafermos [9] or
the method of quasimonotonicity as in Natalini [33].
Now we are going to show the existence of an energy bound which
provides an upper bound for the initial layer on v. This bound will play a
crucial role in our analysis; in order to obtain this estimate we need to
assume the existence of at least one convex entropy.
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Lemma 3.4. Let us assume there exist a convex non-negative entropy,
entropy-flux pair (’*, q*), for the system (3.1) and a continuous function
0, such that
’z*(w, z) h(w, z)&(z) for all (w, z). (3.14)
Moreover, assume that the initial data satisfy the following initial finite
energy condition with respect to ’*: there exists c0>0 and, for any 0<=1,
|
+
&
’*(u =0(x), - = v=0(x)) dxc0 .
Then we have
1
= |
T
0
|
+
&
(- = v=) dx dtc0 . (3.15)
Proof. Let us consider the original (not scaled) system (3.1). Then, by
the entropy inequality related to ’*, we obtain
&|
+
0
|
+
&
’z*(w=, z=) h(w=, z=) dy d{|
+
&
’*(w=0( y), z
=
0( y)) dy,
where w=0( y)=u
=
0(- = y), z =0( y)=- = v=0(- = y). Therefore by using the
scaling transformation (3.2), we obtain
&
1
= |
+
0
|
+
&
’z*(u=, - = v=) h(u=, - = v=) dx dt
|
+
&
’*(u =0(x), - = v =0(x)) dxc0 .
Hence the assumption (3.14) yields (3.15). K
By applying the previous lemma we obtain immediately the following
asymptotic behavior
Theorem 3.5. Assume (’*, q*) and  as in the previous lemma. Moreover,
let &1([0])=[0]. Then (extracting if necessary a subsequence) we have
- = v=  0 a.e. (3.16)
- = v=  0 strongly in L ploc , p<+. (3.17)
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In addition, if  # C2 and there exists #>0 such that ">#, then
|
+
0
|
+
&
|v=|2 dx dtconst. (3.18)
Proof. By using the hypothesis that  is a continuous function,
&1([0])=[0] and the estimate (3.15), we immediately obtain (3.16) and
consequently (3.17).
Since (0)=0, $(0)=0, there exists a measurable function ===(v=(x, t)),
|=|- =, such that (- = v=)= 12 = |v=|2 "(=v=). Since "#, from (3.15)
we obtain immediately (3.18). K
We need to characterize the entropyentropy flux pairs associated to the
rescaled system (3.3) in terms of entropyentropy flux pairs associated to
the non scaled system (3.1).
For any entropyentropy flux pair (’, q) of the system (3.1), let us define
’=(u=, v=)=- = ’(u=, - = v=)
q=(u=, v=)=q(u=, - = v=).
It is easy to verify that the following result holds.
Lemma 3.6. (’=, q=) is an entropyentropy flux pair for the rescaled system
(3.3) if and only if (’, q) is an entropyentropy flux pair for the system (3.1).
We want now to prove that the entropy production of (3.3) lies in a
compact subset of H &1loc ; that is
Theorem 3.7. Assume that the system (3.1) satisfies the hypotheses (B.1),
(B.2), and (B.3) and the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 and of Theorem 3.5. For
any entropyentropy flux pair (’, q) of the system (3.1) such that ’z(u, 0)=0
along any solution to (3.1) which is a limit of the vanishing viscosity method,
one has
[’=t+q
=
x]/C,
where C is a compact set of H &1loc independent of =.
In order to prove the previous theorem, it is sufficient to prove the
following result.
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Proposition 3.8. Under the previous hypotheses, let us consider the
parabolic approximation of (3.1), namely, for all $>0,
ws+ f (w, z)y=$wyy
zs+ g(w, z)y=h(w, z)+$zyy
with initial data
w=(x, 0)=u=0(- = x)
z=(x, 0)=- = v=0(- = x).
Then, for any entropyentropy flux pair (’, q) of the system (3.1), we have
[’=, $t +q
=, $
x ]/K,
where K is a compact set of H &1loc independent of = and $ and
’=, $(u, v)=- = ’(u=, $, - = v=, $), q=, $(u, v)=q(u=, $, - = v=, $).
Proof. By using the transformation (3.2) we come back to
- = ut+ f (u, - = v)x=$ - = uxx
(3.19)
=vt+ g(u, - =v)x=
1
- =
h(u, - = v)+$=vxx .
For a given entropy ’, let us multiply system (3.19) by (1- =) {(w, z)’ and
obtain
t [’(u, - = v)]+
1
- =
x[q(u, - = v)]
=
1
=
h(u, - = v) ’z(u, - = v)
+$[’w(u, - = v) uxx+- = ’z(u, - = v) vxx]
=
1
=
h(u, - = v) ’z(u, - = v)+$’(u, - = v)xx
&$ ({2(w, z) ’((u, - = v)x , (u, - = v)x))=I =, $1 +I =, $2 +I =, $3 .
In a very standard way we know that the existence of a convex entropy ’*
implies that
$12 &ux&L 2(x, t)+$
12=12 &vx&L2(x, t)const.
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The estimates of I =, $2 , I
=, $
3 are also quite standard (see [14, 37]) and it
follows easily that [I =, $2 +I
=, $
3 ] is relatively compact in H
&1
loc independent
of =, $.
Thus it is sufficient to estimate the term I =, $1 .
Since ’z(u, 0)=0, we have
’z(u, z)=\|
1
0
’zz(u, z) d+ z=: z1(u, z),
so that
1
= |
+
0
|
+
&
|’z(u=, - = v=) h(u=, - = v=)| dx dt
=|
+
0
|
+
&
|1(u=, - = v=)| } h- = v= } (v=)2 dx dt
const |
+
0
|
+
&
(v=)2 dx dt,
and we can conclude that I =, $1 lies in a bounded set of L
1. K
3.3. Strong Convergence
Our next step is to prove strong convergence for the sequence [u=, - = v=]
in L ploc , for all p # [1, +).
Let K/Rm and 0/Rn be bounded open sets, and let U= : 0  Rm be
measurable functions such that U=( y) # K and w-lim U==U in the sense of
weak topology in certain Banach space. Let us consider a continuous func-
tion F: Rm  R. Following [1215, 36], there exists a family of probability
measures [&y]y # 0/Prob(Rm) such that supp &y # K and there exists a
subsequence, still named U=, satisfying
w*-lim
=  0+
F(U=)=| F(*) d&y(*)=(&y(*), F(*)) , (3.20)
where w*-lim denotes the limit in the sense of weak* topology in the L
space.
The identity (3.20) is a representation formula for weak limits in
terms of nonlinear functions and Young measure. The uniformly bounded
sequence U= in L converges to U a.e. if and only if the corresponding
Young measure &y reduces to a Dirac mass concentrated at U( y), i.e.,
&y=$U( y) .
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In our case we intend to show that the Young measure &(x, t) associated
to [u=, - = v=] reduces to a point mass.
The following lemma is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.5 and
reduces the level of difficulty to the analysis of 1-D Young measure.
Lemma 3.9 [27, p. 62]. Let us denote by [un], [vn] two bounded sequences
in L; assume that un  u a.e. Then the Young measure & associated to zn=
(un , vn) can be decomposed as in the tensor product of measures
&=$u +2
namely, for any continuous 8=8(*1 , *2) one has
(&, 8) =| 8(u , *2) +2(d*2),
where +2 is the Young measure associated to [vn].
Corollary 3.10. The statement of Lemma 3.9 applied to the measure &
associated to [u=, - = v=], yields
&=+$0 ,
where + is the Young measure associated to [u=].
Let us finally recall a fundamental tool in the limit process, the celebrated
lemma of Tartar [36] and Murat [32] (see also Evans [17]).
Lemma 3.11 (DivCurl Lemma). Let us consider two sequences [U=]
and [V=].
(i) Suppose that [U=] and [V=] are bounded in L2(RN) and assume
that [div U=] and [curl V=] belong to a compact subset of H &1loc , independent
from =. Then U= } V=  U } V in the sense of distributions, where U=w-lim U=
and V=w-lim V=.
(ii) Suppose that [U=] and [V=] are uniformly bounded in L(RN)
and assume that [div U=] and [curl V=] belong to a compact set of H &1loc ,
independent from =. Then U= } V=  U } V in L(R) weak*, where U=
w*-lim U= and V=w*-lim V=.
For strictly hyperbolic systems of two equations such as (3.1), it is
possible to construct, on each compact subset of the state space R2, two
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infinite families of entropyentropy flux pairs having the asymptotic
expansions (see Lax [20])
’\k=e\kR \ :
N
n=0
’n
kn
+O \ 1kN+1++ , (3.21)
q\k=e\kR \ :
N
n=0
qn
kn
+O \ 1kN+1++ , (3.22)
where the variable coefficients ’n , qn are determined by a recursive procedure
and the Riemann invariant R=R(u, - = v). For convenience we shall regard
k as a positive parameter. The ratio of entropy flux to entropy is asymptoti-
cally equal to the corresponding eigenvalue *:
q
’
=*+O \1k+ .
The following technical lemma enables us to reduce to a special class of
entropyentropy flux pairs of Lax type when we apply the compensated
compactness theory.
Lemma 3.12. Given an entropyentropy flux pair (’k, qk) of Lax type
(3.21)(3.22), we can construct another family of entropyentropy flux pairs
(E k, Qk) of Lax type which satisfies
v (Ekv)(u, 0)=0,
v ’k(u, 0)=Ek(u, 0), qk(u, 0)=Qk(u, 0).
Proof. The proof of this lemma is straightforward since it suffices to
solve the linear second order equation for the entropy
curl[{’^kD( f, g)]=0
with the initial condition
’^k(u, 0)=0, v ’^k(u, 0)=v’k(u, 0)
and to define Ek=’k&’^k.
Moreover, since ’^k(u, 0)=0 and since q^k’^k=*+O(1k), it follows that
q^k(u, 0)=0, namely qk(u, 0)=Qk(u, 0). K
The next result provides the strong convergence of the sequence [u=].
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Theorem 3.13. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7, denote by u the
weak limit of u=. Then the Young measure & associated to [u=, - = v=] verifies
&(x, t)=$u(x, t) $0=$(u(x, t), 0) for almost all (x, t).
Proof. For any entropyentropy flux pair (E, Q) satisfying the hypotheses
of Proposition 3.8, one has
u=t+
1
- =
f (u=, - = v=)x=0
- = E(u=, - = v=)t+Q(u=, - = v=)x # compact set in H &1loc .
By using the divcurl lemma for the previous relations, we have from the
commutation identity of Tartar
(&, *Q(*, _)& f (*, _) E(*, _))=(&, *)(&, Q(*, _)) ,
since f- = is bounded and - =E tends to zero.
On the other hand, by Theorem 3.5 we have, as = a 0,
E(u=, - = v=) f (u=, - = v=)={E(u=, - = v=) f (u
=, - = v=)
- = v= = - = v=  0
strongly in L2
and
w-lim
=  0+
Q(u=, - = v=)=w-lim
=  0+
Q(u=, 0),
since the strong limit for the difference is 0. Then we can conclude that
(+, *)(+, Q0(*)) =(+, *Q0(*))
for any flux Q, where Q0(*)=Q(*, 0).
Since u is bounded in L, the support of + will be bounded from above
and from below; therefore we can assume that there exist u& , u+ # R such
that
supp +/[u | u&uu+].
Our goal is to prove that u&=u+ . Taking into account Lemma 3.12, for
any Lax entropyentropy flux pair (’k, qk), we have
(+, *)=
(+, *qk(*, 0))
(+, qk(*, 0))
.
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Let us define two projection measures #\ as follows:
(#\ , .(*)) = lim
k  
(+, .q0\k)
(+, q0\k)
.
Therefore we obtain #+=$u+ , #&=$u& from which ($u+ , *) =(#+ , *) =
(+, *)=(#& , *)=($u& , *) and we conclude that u+=u& . K
Corollary 3.14. Under the previous hypotheses, the sequence [u=]
converges (eventually extracting a subsequence) strongly in L ploc(R
+_R), for
any p<+.
We can conclude this section by stating the main theorem which summarize
the previous convergence results and describes their effects on the singular
behavior of our system (3.3), as = a 0. We obtain that the hyperbolic system
relaxation profiles are described by the parabolic equation (3.7).
Theorem 3.15. Assume that the hypotheses (B.1), (B.2), (B.3) hold and
the initial datum u=0 satisfies the condition 3.5; moreover, assume that
(B.4) there exist a convex non-negative entropy, entropyflux pair
(’*, q*), for the system (3.1), a continuous function  # C2, &1([0])=[0],
and a constant #>0 such that "># and we have
’z*(w, z) h(w, z)&(z) for all (w, z);
(B.5) (u=, v=) is a solution to (3.3), limit of the vanishing viscosity
method, such that (u=, - = v=) is uniformly bounded in L.
Then one has, as = a 0,
u=  u strongly in L ploc , p<+,
v= ( v weakly in L2,
and it follows that (u, v) verifies the relations
ut+( f *(u) v)x=0 (3.23)
g0(u)x=h*(u)v, (3.24)
where (3.23) is verified in the sense of distributions and (3.24) in L2.
In a similar way we can investigate the relaxation problem for the system
(3.8) where the relaxation profile can be regarded as a weak solution of the
parabolic equation (3.13).
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Theorem 3.16. Assume that the hypotheses (B.1’), (B.2), (B.3’), (B.4)
hold and
(B.5’) (u{, v{) is a solution to (3.11), limit of the vanishing viscosity
method, such that (u{, {v{) is uniformly bounded in L.
Then one has, as { a 0,
u{  u strongly in L ploc , p<+,
v{ ( v weakly in L2,
and it follows that (u, v) verifies the relations
ut+( f *(u) v)x=0 (3.25)
g0(u)x=h(u, v), (3.26)
where (3.25) is verified in the sense of distributions and (3.26) in L2.
Remark 3.17. Although the results in Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 3.16
are apparently similar, there is a big difference in the hypotheses for the
initial data in the Cauchy problem. In the Theorem 3.16 the result provides
for the time asymptotic profile of the solution to the Cauchy problem
(3.8)(3.9). The rescaling (3.10) is only in time while the initial data remain
unchanged under the rescaling. The situation is very different for Theorem
3.15. Here the system (3.3) is obtained from the initial system (3.1) via the
rescaling (3.2), which acts also on the space scale. In this situation we fix
the initial data after the change of scale but we can also invert the proce-
dure, namely fix the data (3.9) and then rescale. We can fix Cauchy data
w0 and z0 for the nonscaled system (3.1) where it is reasonable to assume
w0( y)  w as y  ; after rescaling it follows that u=0(x)=w0(x- =) 
w+H(x)&w&H(&x), as = a 0, where H is the Heaviside function. In this
situation we can repeat the energy estimate argument separately for x<0
and x>0, and again we obtain a result similar to Theorem 3.15.
Another and more difficult case arises when we fix the initial data for the
nonscaled system (3.1); therefore after the scaling we have a one-parameter
family of initial data which are not uniformly bounded. At this point we
may have the appearance of many critical phenomena, such as concentra-
tions; hence we need to develop (as it was done in a special case in [35])
at least an L p theory and better a theory which enables us to measure initial
data. This problem will be treated by the authors in a forthcoming paper.
K
In the same spirit of [27] we also relate the existence of a convex
entropy with the existence of a Lyapunov functional for the limit parabolic
equation.
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Proposition 3.18. Let ’* be an entropy for (3.1) which verifies the
hypothesis (B.4). If we set
F(,)=|
+
&
’*(,(x), 0) dx,
F is a Lyapunov functional for the corresponding relaxed parabolic equation;
that is,
dF
dt
0
along the solutions of the corresponding problem (3.7).
Proof. An entropyentropy flux pair (’*, q*) associated to (3.1) with
convex ’* satisfies the inequality
’t*+qy*h’z*+$(’*wwy+’z*zy)y
so that we have, after integration on Ry_[T, T+h],
|
+
&
’*(w(x, T+h), z(x, T+h)) dx&|
+
&
’*(w(x, T ), z(x, T )) dx
|
T+h
T \|
+
&
h(w, z) ’z*(w(x, t), z(x, t)) dx+ dt
|
T+h
T \|
+
&
&(z(x, t)) dx+ dt
&
#
2 |
T+h
T \|
+
&
z2(x, t) dx+ dt=: |
T+h
T
%=, $ dt.
On passing to the limits as $ a 0, from the hypothesis (B.4) we obtain
%= :=w-lim
$  0+
%=, $0
so that, for all T0, h>0, if we set
E =(t) :=|
+
&
’*=(u=(x, t), v=(x, t)) dx,
we obtain
E =(T+h)E =(T ).
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Therefore, by using Lemma 3.6 we have
- = |
+
&
’*(u=(x, T+h), - = v=(x, T+h)) dx
- = |
+
&
’*(u=(x, T), - = v=(x, T )) dx
and, passing to the limits as = a 0, we have, by Theorem 3.15,
|
+
&
’*(u(x, T+h), 0) dx|
+
&
’*(u(x, T ), 0) dx.
The proof is thus complete. K
4. ISENTROPIC GAS DYNAMICS
Let us consider the inhomogeneous system
\s++x=F(\, +)
(4.1)
+s+\+
2
\
+ p(\)+x=G \\,
+
{+ , p(\)=
1
#
\#,
where x # R, s0, {>0, #>1, and F, G # C1(R+_R).
We are going to scale this system in such a way as to deduct a relaxed
parabolic equation following the same ideas of the previous sections. Due
to the presence of an internal relaxation time {>0, in the equation describ-
ing the balance of the linear momentum, we will scale in order to relate
the relaxation process with the asymptotic behavior of the hydrodynamic
equations. The previous system is a prototype of many interesting physics
phenomena; in particular it is a simple but interesting model for gas react-
ing flows and has strong connections with hydrodynamic modeling for
semiconductors (see [28, 29]).
Also in this case we will prove
1. a priori bounds,
2. strong convergence of the density \ and initial layer on the
momentum +,
3. parabolic relaxation limit.
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In order to investigate the asymptotic behavior for (4.1) as s A +, we
scale the time as in (3.10), namely
r{(x, t)=\ \x, t{+
(4.2)
m{(x, t)=
1
{
+ \x, t{+ .
Then the Cauchy problem given for the system
rt+mx=
1
{
F(r, {m)
(4.3)
{2mt+\{2 m
2
r
+ p(r)+x=G(r, m),
supplemented by the initial data
r(x, 0)=r0(x)
(4.4)
m(x, 0)=m0(x),
is equivalent to the initial system (4.1) with initial data
\(x, 0)=\0(x)=r0(x)
(4.5)
+(x, 0)=+{0(x)={m0(x).
An essential feature of the system (4.1) is nonstrict hyperbolicity, that is, a
pair of wave speeds that coalesce on the vacuum \=0. Define R=(+\)
(1) \, the Riemann invariants associated to (4.1),  := 12 (#&1). We
recall that for the Cauchy problem of the corresponding homogeneous
system, Lions et al. [23] (see also DiPerna [13, Sect. 4]) proved the following
result:
Proposition 4.1. Let us consider the Cauchy problem
\s++x=$\xx
{+s+\+2\ + p(\)+x=$+xx , (4.16)(\, +) |x=0=(\0 , +10).
Assume that the initial data (\0 , +10) are such that \00 and R
0
=R(\0 , +
1
0)
are well defined for any x # R with compact support.
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Then we have that
71=[(\, +) | \0, and min
x
R0&R&(\, +)R+(\, +)max
x
R0+]
is an invariant region for (4.6) uniformly in $>0.
Starting with these a priori estimates DiPerna established in [13] the
existence of solutions for the homogeneous Cauchy problem corresponding
to (4.1) in the case #=1+(22m+1), m2 integer, using the methods of
vanishing viscosity and compensated compactness. Subsequently the exist-
ence theorem was extended by Ding et al. [10] and Chen [3] to the case
1<#53 and large data containing the vacuum. Recently Lions et al. in
[23] and Lions et al. in [22] proved the existence theorem in the general
case #>1 by using the kinetic formulation. The existence of global solu-
tions to (4.1)(4.5) with large data has been established by Ding et al. in
[11] for 1<#53 and inhomogeneous terms (F, G) satisfy technical
hypotheses (see [11, p. 72, conditions C10C30]) by using the fractional
step LaxFriedrichs scheme and the Godunov scheme. Of course, in the
light of techniques of [22], the results of [11] can be extended to the
general case #>1.
An important role in these results has been the existence of the mechanical
energy density for (4.1),
’*(\, +)=
+2
2\
+
1
#(#&1)
\#. (4.7)
Here, in order to obtain the singular behavior, as { a 0, of the solution of
the system (4.3), we need to have a priori estimates in L and in L2 on the
solution. In particular we prove the following result concerning the exist-
ence of the solutions for fixed { and the L estimates independent from {.
Proposition 4.2. Let us consider the Cauchy problem
\s++x=F(\, +)+$\xx
+s+\+
2
\
+ p(\)+x=G \\,
+
{++$+xx , (4.8)
(\, +) |x=0=(\0 , +{0).
Let us define c{>0 as a constant such that
7{=[(\, +) | \0 and &c{R&(\, +)R+(\, +)c{]
is an invariant region for (4.8) with F=G#0 uniformly in $>0.
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Assume the following hypotheses:
(C.1) for 0<{<1 the inequality
F(\, +) \+1 \&c{+\G \\,
+
{+0 for \+0
holds;
(C.2) there exists a constant C>0 such that
’\*F(\, +)+’+*G \\, +{+&C
+2
{\2
.
Then we have:
(a) for any 0<{<1, 7{ is an invariant region for (4.8) uniformly in $>0;
(b) there exists a constant C >0 such that for any T>0, the energy
type estimate
|
+
& {
+2
\
(x, T )+
1
#(#&1)
\#(x, T )= dx+|
T
0
|
+
&
+2
{\2
(x, s) dx dsC
holds.
In particular, for the corresponding solution (r, m) of the system (4.3), with
data (4.4),
(c) there exists a constant c>0 such that &r{&+{ &m{&c uniformly
with respect to 0<{<1;
(d) as { a 0 we have {m{(x, t)  0 a.e. in R_R+.
Proof. From Proposition 4.1 we know that 7{ is an invariant region for
(4.6) with data (\0 , +{0). Away from the origin the outward normal to the
boundary 7{ in the half plane [\+>0] is well defined by
n\(\, +)=\+1 \&c{ , \1+
T
.
Applying the theory of invariant domains [4] it is sufficient to verify that
( (F(\, +), G(\, +{))T, n\(\, +)) 0 for \+0,
that is (C.1), so that the point (a) is proved. By using the rescaling trans-
formation (4.2) we obtain immediately point (c).
To conclude point (b) a procedure similar to that used in Lemma 3.4 is
sufficient by using the mechanical energy density (4.7) and condition (C.2).
Finally, as a consequence of the previous results, we obtain point (d). K
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The last part of this section concerns the singular behavior, as { a 0, of
the solution of the system (4.3). As in the previous subsection 3.3, we will
apply the divcurl lemma 3.11 using the estimates obtained in Proposition
4.2 and the theory of compensated compactness.
Theorem 4.3. Assume the hypotheses (C.1), (C.2) of Proposition 4.2 and
in addition
(C.3) F, G # C1(R+_R), F(:, 0)=0, (G;)(:, ;)<0 for all :0,
; # R.
Then there exist r # L and m # L2, such that, as { a 0, we have
r{  r strongly in L ploc , p<+,
m{ ( m weakly in L2,
{m{  0 strongly in L ploc , p<+,
and moreover (r, m) verifies the relaxed system
rt+mx=
F
m
(r, 0)m,
(4.9)
p(r)x=G(r, m),
in the sense of distributions. Denote by m=H(r, z) the unique solution to
the equation G(r, m)=z. Therefore it follows that r verifies the parabolic
equation
rt+H(r, p(r)x)x=
F
m
(r, 0) H(r, p(r)x) (4.10)
in the sense of distributions.
Proof. We can apply the L2 part of the divcurl lemma 3.11, to the
uniformly bounded L2(0) sequences (U{, V{), where
U{=[r{, m{] V{={&{2 (m
{)2
r{
& p(r{), {2m{= ,
for any given region 0//R_R+. We have
div U{=
1
{
F(r{, {m{) curl V{=G(r{, m{),
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and
"1{ F(r{, {m{)"c,
||
0
|G(r{, m{)|||
[ |m{ | <1]
|G(r{, m{)|+||
[ |m{ | 1]
m{G(r{, m{)
 sup
[ |r{ |c, |m { | 1]
|G(r{, m{)|+||
0
m{G(r{, m{),
so that they are bounded in L1(0), for all 0 as above. We deduce that the
product U{ } V{=&r{p(r{) converges in D$ to U } V=&rp~ , since
U=w-lim
{  0+
U{=(r, m),
V=w-lim
{  0+
V{=(&p~ , 0), where p~ :=w-lim
{  0+
p(r{).
Since the function p is monotonic, by using the Minty argument (see for
instance [21]) as in [26], we obtain p~ = p(r).
Our next step is to prove strong convergence for r{. To this end, let
[&(x, t)] be the family of Young’s probability measures associated to the
sequence [r{]: since r{  r in L weak*, we can find a closed interval
[a, b], 0ab, such that supp &(x, t)[a, b]. Since p(:)=:##, #>1, we
have three possibilities:
1. p # C2(R"[0]) and p"(:) A + as : a 0, if 1<#<2;
2. p # C 2(R) and p"(0)=1, if #=2;
3. p # C2(R) and p"(0)=0, if #>2.
Let us suppose 1<#2. Then we can write for any *, *0
p(*)& p(*0)= p$(*0)(*&*0)+ 12 p"(**)(*&*0)
2,
where ** belongs to the segment between * and *0 . If we choose
*0=|
b
a
*& (x, t)(d*)=r(x, t),
we have
p(*0)=|
b
a
p(*) &(x, t)(d*),
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so that
|
b
a
[ p(*)& p(*0)] &(x, t)(d*)=0.
On the other hand, we also have
|
b
a
p$(*0)(*&*0) &(x, t)(d*)=0
so that
|
b
a
p"(**)(*&*0)2 &(x, t)(d*)=0
and therefore, since min* # [a, b] p"(*)>0, we obtain
|
b
a
(*&*0)2 &(x, t)(d*)=0,
that is a=b and &(x, t) is a point mass.
To conclude, we remark that in the case #>2 this result can be obtained
all the same by using the inverse function &p&1. K
Remark 4.4. We want to remark that, on the contrary, we can use the
previous result to associate to any parabolic equation in the form
rt+H(r, p(r)x)x= f (r) H(r, p(r)x), (4.11)
f # C(R+), H # C1(R+_R) such that (Hm)(r, m)<0, a corresponding
nonlinear hyperbolic 2_2 system in the form (4.1), or in particular
\s++x= f (\) +
(4.12)
+s+\+
2
\
+ p(\)+x=G \\,
+
{+ ,
where z=G(r, m) is the unique solution of m=H(r, z). In fact, via the
rescaling (4.2), system (4.12) transformed into
rt+mx= f (r) m
{2mt+\{2 m
2
r
+ p(r)+x=G(r, m),
which, as proved in Theorem 4.3, relaxes into (4.11).
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5. MULTIDIMENSIONAL EXAMPLES
In this section we will investigate the two-dimensional version of non-
linear heat conduction and the compressible Euler flow. These will be only
model problems in order to show how our hyperbolicparabolic relaxation
theory can be extended in the multidimensional cases when the original
system verifies suitable hypotheses which include boundedness in L and
energy estimates for the solutions. Some of these results will be extended in
a forthcoming paper.
In these examples we apply ideas from compensated compactness due to
Tartar [36, 37] and Murat [32] (see also Dacorogna [5]) and in partic-
ular the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let us consider
v a bounded open set 0/Rn ;
v a sequence [l&]&=1 , l
& : 0/Rn  Rm ;
v a symmetric matrix M: Rm  Rm ;
v constants a ijk # R, i=1, ..., q, j=1, ..., m, k=1, ..., n.
Let us define
f (:)=(M:, :) , for all : # Rm ;
4={* # Rm : _! # Rn"[0], :j, k a
i
jk *j!k=0, i=1, ..., q= .
Assume that
(a) there exists l # L2m(0) such that l
& ( l in L2m(0) as & A ;
(b) Ai l&= j, k a ijk(l
&
j xk ), i=1, ..., q are relatively compact in
H&1loc (0);
(c) f |4 #0;
(d) there exists f # R such that f (l) ( f in the sense of measures M(0).
Then we have f = f (l ).
Remark 5.2. The divcurl lemma 3.11 is a consequence of Theorem 5.1:
the hypothesis Ail& in a compact set of H &1loc (0) is weaker than the
hypothesis Ail& in a bounded set of L2(0).
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5.1. Two-Dimensional Nonlinear Heat Conduction
Let us consider the two-dimensional model of nonlinear heat conduction
(see Cattaneo [1]), which has been investigated in [27] in the one-dimen-
sional case,
8ss&div (x, y) (( |D(x, y)8| ) D(x, y)8)+
:
{
8s=0,
where 8=8(x, y, s), (x, y, s) # R_R_R+, :>0 is a constant and {>0 is
the relaxation parameter. By using the setting
v=8s , u=8x , w=8y ,
we obtain the equivalent first order system
us&vx=0
ws&vy=0 (5.1)
vs&((r) u)x&((r) w)y=&
:
{
v,
where r=- u2+w2. We remark there is another equation as a conse-
quence of the previous change of unknowns; that is,
wx&uy=0. (5.2)
If we apply the following rescaling transformation on the time variable,
U{(x, y, t)=u(x, y, t{)
W{(x, y, t)=w(x, y, t{) (5.3)
V{(x, y, t)=
1
{
v(x, y, t{),
if \{=- (U{)2+(W{)2, we obtain that (5.1) is equivalent to
U{t &V
{
x=0
{W{t &V{y=0 (5.4){2V{t &((\{) U{)x&((\{) W{)y=&:V{
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which, passing into the limit when { a 0, reduces to
U0t &V
0
x=0
{W0t &V0y=0 (5.5)((\0) U0)x+((\0) W0)y=:V0,
where \0=- (U0)2+(W0)2, while the Eq. (5.2) after the transformation
(5.3) relaxes into
W0x&U
0
y=0. (5.6)
The mechanical energy functional is given by
E(U, W, V)= 12 |V|
2+(U2+W2) |
1
0
(*(U2+W2)12) * d*;
therefore the total energy at time t is given by
E(t)=|
+
&
E(U(x, t), W(x, t), V(x, t)) dx.
In the next result we are going to investigate the behavior of the solution
to the system (5.4) as { a 0.
Theorem 5.3. Let us consider the sequence [U{, W{, V{] of the solutions
to the system (5.4) with initial data [U{0 , W
{
0 , V
{
0] # [L
(R)]3. Assume that
the initial data satisfy the finite energy condition
|
+
&
E(U{0(x), W
{
0(x), V
{
0(x)) dx<+
and moreover the solutions to (5.4) exist on [0, T), T+ and the sequence
[(U{, W{, {V{)]{>0 is uniformly bounded in L[(0, T )_R]. Assume that
the function  satisfies the following condition:
(D) Define _(:)=:(:); then _ # C2(R+) and there exists _*>0 such
that _$(:)_* for all :, _"(:)>0 for all :{0.
Then there exists U0, V0 # L[(0, T)_R], such that (extracting a subsequence
if necessary)
(U{, W{)  (U0, W0) strongly in L ploc for all p<+.
Moreover there exists V0 such that
V{ ( V0 weakly in L2.
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The limit functions [U0, W0, V0] satisfy the system (5.5), with initial data
W0(x, 0)=W00(x), U
0(x, 0)=U00(x),
where
W00=w*-lim W
{
0 , U
0
0=w*-lim U
{
0 , in L
(R).
Remark 5.4. The first two equations of the limit system (5.5) plus the
additional identity (5.6), imply that curl(V0, U0, W0)=0 (with respect to
the variables (t, x, y)). Therefore there exists . # W1, , such that .(x, t) is
a weak solution of the parabolic equation
.t=div(x, y)(( |D.| ) D.).
Proof. Let us consider the vector fields
A{(x, y, t)=(V{(x, y, t), U{(x, y, t), W{(x, y, t))
B{(x, y, t)=(0, (\{(x, y, t)) U{(x, y, t), (\{(x, y, t)) W{(x, y, t)).
The system (5.4) can be rewritten
curl(x, y, t) A{=0
div(x, y, t) B{=:V{+{2V{t .
Since [V {] is uniformly bounded in L2 and [{2V{t ] is relatively compact
in H &1loc , we can assert that
div B{ is relatively compact in H &1.
By using the classical divcurl lemma, recalled in Lemma 3.11, we can
conclude that
A{ } B{ ( A } B in the sense of measures M(0), (5.7)
where
A=(V0, U0, W0)=w-lim A{
B=(0, B2 , B3)=w-lim B{.
In other terms, we have the map
T \UW+=(- U2+W2) \
U
W+
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is a maximal monotone one in the sense of Minty and Browder (see [21]).
Indeed
(\) \UW+&(\ ) \
U
W + , \
U
W+&\
U
W +_* &(U&U , W&W )T&2,
where \=- U2+W2, implies that T is monotone and coercive. The
maximality follows from the closed graph property of T.
Therefore, as a consequence of (5.7), it follows that
T \U
{
W{+ , \
U{
W{+\
B2
B3+ , \
U0
W0+ .
By using the classical Minty’s theorem, we obtain
T \U
0
W0+=\
B2
B3+ ,
where, as before, U0=w-lim U{, W0=w-lim W{.
Our next step is to prove strong convergence for (U{, W{) in L ploc . In
conclusion, since we have weak* L convergence, it is sufficient to prove
\{  \0 in L ploc . Let us define .(:)=:
2(:); then from (D) we have
."(:)=2(:)+4:$(:)+:2"(:)>0, for all :0.
On the other hand we know that
\{ *( \0 and .(\{)*( .(\0) in L weak*;
we obtain the conclusion by applying the same arguments used in
Theorem 4.3 (see also [26, p. 141]). K
5.2. Two-Dimensional Compressible Euler Flow
In this example we consider a two-dimensional compressible Euler flow
with a polytropic equation of state that is the natural 2-D generalization of
the model considered by [26],
\s++x+&y=0
+s+\+
2
\
+ p(\)+x+\
+&
\ +y=&
1
{
+
\ (5.8)
&s+\+&\ +x+\
&2
\
+ p(\)+ y=&
1
{
&
\
,
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where (x, y, s) # R_R_R+, \ is the density, +=\u1 , &=\u2 , and (u1 , u2)
is the Eulerian velocity, p=(1#) \# the pressure, #>1, and {>0 the
relaxation parameter. We shall study the behavior of solution at infinity of
the corresponding Cauchy problem as { a 0. To do that, we will scale the
time as follows:
r{(x, y, t)=\(x, y, t{)
m{(x, y, t)=
1
{
+(x, y, t{)
n{(x, y, t)=
1
{
&(x, y, t{).
Consequently, the system (5.8) is transformed into
rt+mx+ny=0
{2mt+\{2 m
2
r
+ p(r)+x+\{2
mn
r +y=&
m
r (5.9)
{2nt+\{2 mnr +x+\{2
n2
r
+ p(r)+y=&
n
r
.
When { a 0, formally we obtain the relaxed system
r0t =(r
0p(r0)x)x+(r0p(r0)y)y
m0=&r0p(r0)x (5.10)
n0=&r0p(r0)y .
More precisely, we are able to show the following result.
Theorem 5.5. Let [(r{, m{, n{)]{>0 be a sequence of weak entropy solu-
tions to the system (5.9) such that (r{, {m{, {n{) is uniformly bounded in L
(with respect to 0<{1). Assume that the pressure p(\) is a non-negative
C2 function such that p$(\)>0, p"(\)>0, for all \>0. Then it follows that
(i) if the initial data u1, 0(x, y)=+(x, y, 0)\(x, y, 0), u2, 0(x, y)=
&(x, y, 0)\(x, y, 0), \0(x, y)=\(x, y, 0) satisfy the initial finite energy
condition
|
+
&
|
+
&
E(u1, 0 , u2, 0 , \0) dx dyC,
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where E(u1 , u2 , \)= 12 \(u
2
1+u
2
2)+
\
0 
_
0 ( p$(’)’) d’ d_, therefore one has
|
+
&
|
+
&
E(u1( } , t), u2( } , t), \( } , t)) dx dyC, (5.11)
and
1
{ |
+
0
|
+
&
|
+
& {
+2(x, y, s)
\(x, y, s)
+
&2(x, y, s)
\(x, y, s) = dx dy dsC; (5.12)
(ii) there exists r0 # L, such that (extracting a subsequence if necessary)
r{  r0 in L ploc , p<+.
Moreover, if we denote (m0, n0)=w-lim{  0+ (m{, n{) in L2, then the triplet
(m0, n0, r0) satisfies the system (5.10) in the sense of distributions.
Proof. The standard entropy inequality can be applied to the physical
entropy E and it yields the energy estimate given in (5.11), (5.12).
To prove the second part we want to use Theorem 5.1. Let us point out
that from the relations
r{t +m
{
x+n
{
y=0
p(r{)x=&{2(m{)t&{2 \(m
{)2
r{ +x&
m{
r{
&{2 \m
{n{
r{ +y
p(r{)y=&{2(n{)t&{2 \(n
{)2
r{ +y&
n{
r{
&{2 \m
{n{
r{ +x
the L estimates and the energy estimates (5.11), (5.12) it follows that
r{t +m
{
x+n
{
y
\ p(r{)x + is relatively compact in (H &1loc )3. (5.13)p(r{)y
In order to fit into the framework of Theorem 5.1 we use the previous
information in the following way: define 0=R+_R_R/R3, x1=x,
x2= y, x3=t, the sequence l {=(m{, n{, r{, p(r{)), hence m=4. By the
previous argument in (5.13) we know that the number q of differential
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constraints is q=3. Then we can define the matrices A1, A2, A3 # M4_3
(where Ai=[a ijk], i=1, 2, 3, j=1, ..., 4, k=1, 2, 3) as follows:
A1=\
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0+ , A2=\
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0+ , A3=\
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0+ .
The characteristic manifold 4 is then given by
4=[* # R4 | _! # R3 "[0], B(!, *)=0]
where
*1!1+*2 !2+*3!3
B(!, *)=\ *4 !1 + .*4 !2
Therefore
*1 *2 *3
4={* # R4 } det \*4 0 0 +=0==[* # R4 | *3 *4=0].0 *4 0
We can define
M= 12 \
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0+ # M4_4 ,
thus f (*)=*TM*=*3 *4 and, of course, f |4 #0.
By using Theorem 5.1 we conclude with w-lim f (l{)= f (w-lim l{), namely
in our case
r{p(r{) ( r0p0,
where p0=w-lim p(r{). At this point we can follow exactly the methods of
[26] used in Section 4, and we obtain the strong convergence of [r{]. The
remaining part of the proof follows exactly the same arguments used in the
previous sections, so it is omitted. K
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6. SEMILINEAR SYSTEMS
6.1. Multidimensional Framework
Consider the semilinear problem
Ws+ :
d
j=1
Ej  jW=B(W), (6.1)
where Ej # MN_N , j=1, ..., d and B: O  RN as in the general settings of
Section 2. Of course we can reformulate the previous problem as a special
case of (2.1) by setting, for all ! # Rd, W # O/RN,
A(W) != :
d
j=1
! jEjW.
Let P: RN  Rk be a linear map such that PB(W)=0. We define Q: RN 
RN&k and M: Rk_RN&k  RN as before, namely U=PW, V=QW,
W=M(U, V). Then there exists matrices H 1j # Mk_k , K
1
j # Mk_(N&k) and
H 2j # M(N&k)_k , K
2
j # M(N&k)_(N&k) such that
H 1j U+K
1
j V=PEjM(U, V)
H 2j U+K
2
j V=QEjM(U, V).
Hence the system (6.1) becomes
sU+ :
d
j=1
H 1j jU+ :
d
j=1
K 1j jV=0
(6.2)
sV+ :
d
j=1
H 2j  jU+ :
d
j=1
K 2j jV=R(U, V ),
where R(U, V)=QB(M(U, V)). The remarkable assumption which is
needed to apply the theory is
(F.1) H 1j #0 for all j=1, ..., d.
Without this assumption we can expect a nontrivial relaxation limit under
the hyperbolic scale which prevents the system from relaxing directly to a
parabolic system.
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It is sufficient to apply a rescaling of first type (2.3) to transform the
system (6.2) in the form
tU
=+ :
d
j=1
K 1j  jV
==0
(6.3)
= t V=+ :
d
j=1
H 2j jU
=+=12 :
d
j=1
K 2j  j V
===&12R(U=, =12V=).
As established in the general case (see Section 2.2), if we define R0V( } )=
V R( } , 0), if we denote by (U
0, V0) the limit profile, the formal limit in
this particular case is
t U
0+ :
d
j=1
K 1j j V
0=0
(6.4)
:
d
j=1
H 2j  jU
0=R0V(U
0) V0.
Assume the following additional hypothesis on R0V :
(F.2) R0V # M(N&k)_(N&k) and det R
0
V(U){0 for all U.
Under this condition, the system (6.4) is transformed into the following
V0= :
d
j=1
(R0V(U
0))&1 H 2j jU
0
t U
0+ :
d
j=1
K 1j j { :
d
h=1
(R0V(U
0))&1 H 2h hU
0==0.
To write the system for U0 in a more compact form, let us define the
matrix L with components
Lhj (U0)=&K 1j (RV(U
0))&1 DU 0 R0V(U
0)(RV(U
0))&1 H 2h .
Under this notation, the final equation for U0 can be given by
tU
0+ :
d
h, j=1
Lhj (U0) 2hjU
0=0. (6.5)
To assure the strong parabolicity of the reduced system (6.5), we require
that L verifies the following strongly parabolic condition (see Eidel’man
[16] or Taylor [38]):
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(F.3) if we define *k the eigenvalues of the matrix &dh, k=1 !h!k_
Lhk(U0), we assume there exists :0>0 such that
Re *k(U0, !)&:0 |!| 2.
We will show the strong convergence of the relaxing sequence in the next
section for the 1-D case.
6.2. 1-D Semilinear Systems
Now we want to find conditions sufficient to justify the formal limit from
(6.3) to (6.4). Let us reduce to the particular situation when d=1. In this
case we can rewrite the rescaled system (6.3) in the form
t U
=+K1 xV==0
(6.6)
= tV=+H 2 xU=+=12K2 xV===&12R(U=, =12V=).
We will obtain a convergence result for the solutions of the system (6.6).
To this end, we formulate on (6.6) the following hypotheses:
(G.1) K2 # M(N&k)_(N&k) is symmetric;
(G.2) there exists a symmetric positive definite matrix B0 # Mk_k
such that (K1)T B0=H2 ;
(G.3) there exists *1>0 such that for any U # Rk, R(U, 0)#0 and
&RV(U, 0)&*1 ;
(G.4) there exist *2 , *3>0 such that for any (U, Z) # Rk_RN&k,
RV(U, Z)&*2I and &RVV(U, Z)&*3 ;
(G.5) det((H2)T H2){0.
Since H2 # M(N&k)_k , from elementary linear algebra we deduce that
condition (G.5) is violated whenever k>N2.
The following convergence result will be shown by using only the infor-
mation provided by the energy estimates.
Theorem 6.1. Let us consider the Cauchy problem for the system (6.6).
Assume that the hypotheses (G.1), (G.2), (G.3), (G.4), and (G.5) hold. Then
there exists (U0, V0) # L2 such that, as = a 0, one has
U=  U0 strongly in L2loc , (6.7)
V= ( V0 weakly in L2, (6.8)
- = V=  0 strongly in L2loc , (6.9)
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and the limit profile (U0, V0) verifies in D$ the system
tU
0+K 1 xV0=0
H 2 xU0=R0V(U
0)V0.
Proof. We will use the energy estimates in L2. To do this, we multiply
the first equation by B0U= and the second equation by V= and we sum the
two relations. Let us denote by | } | and by ( } , } ) respectively the usual
norm and scalar product on Rqx (q=N&k or k). Taking into account
(G.1), (G.2), and (G.3), we obtain
t {=2 |V=| 2+
1
2
|B120 U
= | 2=+x {(H2U=, V=) +- =2 (K2V=, V=)=
=_|
1
0
RV(U
=, 3 - = V=) d3& V=, V= .
Integrating on [0, T]_R and using the first part of (G.4), we have
|
+
&
= |V=(T)|2+|B120 U
=(T )|2 dx+2*2 |
T
0
|
+
&
|V=(x, t)|2 dx dt
|
+
&
= |V =0 |
2+|B120 U
=
0 |
2 dx.
So in particular we obtain (6.8) and (6.9). Let us now start again from the
system (6.6). Multiplying the second equation by (H2)T first and after by
((H2)T H2)&1 we have (6.6), which is equivalent to
tU
=+K1 xV==0
{t[=((H 2)T H 2)&1 (H2)T V=]+xU=+=12((H2)T H 2)&1 (H 2)T K2 xV==((H2)T H2)&1 (H 2)T =&12R(U=, =12V=).
By using the second part of (G.4), we can now apply the div-curl lemma
and obtain for any i=1, ..., k, that
(U=i )
2 ( (U0i )
2 weakly in L2.
Since we also have U= ( U0 weakly in L2, we can conclude (6.7). So we
can pass to the limit into the nonlinear term R and conclude with the
relaxation result. K
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